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ULTRA-FAST ENERGY RESOLVED IMAGER FOR ‘PSEUDO’ LAUE

DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENTS AT SYNCHROTRON FACILITIES

TESTS RESULTS OF THE FIRST HYBRID PIXEL PROTOTYPES IN LABORATORY

Detector / Asic requirements
▪ Photon counting detector is preferred → a new ASIC, named UFERI (Ultra-Fast Energy 

Resolved Imager), has been designed for this purpose
▪ Energy range: from 5 up to 30 keV
▪ Very high photon flux → an ultra-fast front-end is considered as a priority in the design 

of the chip → max input count rate: 0.43×1010 ph/s/mm2 (30% count loss at the output)

▪ Multi-threshold detector → energy discrimination is required → 3 discriminators and 
counters per pixel are implemented 

▪ Gating option needed

Ultra-Fast Energy Resolved Imager (UFERI) is an ambitious R&D project of a new hybrid pixel photon counting detector designed for hard X-ray
diffraction experiments, using high throughput photon fluxes from pink beam at synchrotron facilities

▪ A first small-size ASIC prototype was designed, and several dies were tested in laboratory showing promising results
▪ Other performance tests (count rate capability, energy separation, etc) with photon beam are foreseen in the coming weeks at SOLEIL synchrotron
▪ After a detailed review of the testbeam results with the first UFERI chip, a medium-size prototype is to be considered (collaboration is welcome)

Scientific motivations
▪ Time-resolved crystallographic applications (e.g. serial synchrotron crystallography, in situ

macromolecular crystallography, in vivo crystallography and high-pressure/temperature
crystallography) → using ‘Pseudo’ Laue diffraction technique with multi-pink beam (for the
Upgrade of SOLEIL)

▪ Capability to measure simultaneously continuous high photon fluxes at several energies

▪ High count rate capability of the readout ASIC
▪ Pump-probe techniques can be considered
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SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS

After correction
Std dev = 2.0 ADU

▪ All functionalities of the tested ASICs work well (global and local settings parameters have been tested for all counters)

▪ Offset correction works fine for all counters; the best standard deviation is obtained with counter 1
▪ iTrim=0 is used for all counters in the measurements with X-rays (better precision, small offset spread)

with 9.9 keV photons
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Threshold scan of all counters simultaneously with variation of CSA gain
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Hybrid module#1 and #3, counter 1

Threshold scan of all counters at different energies

Chip blocks layout

Single pixel floor plan

Silicon sensor (450 µm thick)

Bump bonds

Block diagram of the analog part 
of the pixel

Block diagram of the digital part 
of the pixel

▪ 3 independent 24-bit counters connected 
to their corresponding discriminators’ 
output

▪ 3 configuration registers
▪ Signal buffers
▪ Serial data transfer for each counter 

separately
▪ Several readout modes available (count 

mode, shift mode)

▪ Front-end electronics optimized for hole 
collection (electron collection is also 
possible)

▪ CSA discharge feedback with effective
detector leakage current compensation

▪ Global and local settings
▪ Power consumption ~ 52 µW per pixel

First prototypes of UFERI 
hybrid module

Matrix of 42 × 42 pixels
(1764 pixels with 75 µm pitch)

Periphery blocks

Wire bond pads

Simulated pulse in analog front-end
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SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE ASIC PROTOTYPE

ASIC characterization tests (no hybrid) Photon counting of all pixels vs high voltage

Best photon counting rate observed for HV for +350 V (less charge sharing effect)
breakdown voltage observed from HV = +375 up to +400 V

Electronic carrier board (test board)

UFERI ASIC wire bonded
on the carrier board

Example of offset correction: threshold scan over counters and equalization (counter 1)

Before correction
Std dev = 27.8 ADU

Offset correction process applied to counter 1 Offset spread in function of iTrim for counter 1 Offset mean value in function of Vtrim for all counters
(before / after correction)

UFERI Hybrid module

X-ray generator
source

Ge foil

HV is set from +150 V up to 400 V
Idet varies from 0.03 µA up to 40 µA

CSA gain  = 10
iKRUM = 16
Inverted polarity for holes collection
CSA ouput pulse going up

HV = + 350 V

Threshold scan of counter 1

2D hit map

with 9.9 keV photons
High CSA gain

2D hit map 2D hit map 2D hit map

Threshold scan of counter 1 Threshold scan of counter 1 Threshold scan of counter 1

The 3 counters features similar photon counting performances / several chips show quite similar results

Hybrid module#3, all counters

Threshold scan of counter 1

CSA gain varies
iKRUM is fixed to medium value

Good linearity of inflection points vs photon energy
separation of different energies can be improved with a fine gain trimming (work on-going)

E (Ge) = 9.9 keV Threshold scan of counter 1
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E (Sr) = 14.1 keV Threshold scan of counter 1
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E (Mo) = 17.5 keV

2D hit map

HV = + 150 V

Higher CSA gain Lower CSA gain

Mean = 615
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Offset corrections for different iTRIM DAC settings

Simulation of ph. flux with U20 undulator

Laue diffraction pattern of virus crystal
(Z. Ren et al.)

Diffraction spots seen by the CRISTAL 
beamline detector (metallo-organic sample)


